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Body:

On November 16, 1995, at 3:30 p.m., I called Delores Hopper (DH) at her home in Vermont to follow-up on the 

possible existence of relevant records that may have been in the possession of the late Richard Case Nagell 

(RCN).I began the conversation by saying that I wanted to talk about the entry on Nagell's credit card bill 

which had revealed a charge related to a storage facility in Tucson. DH immediately interrupted me and said, 

"We've got it." DH then went on to state that she was waiting for me to call her, (as she said I had said I would 

do), to tell me about what had been recovered from the storage facility. She explained that Robert Nagell (RN) 

had gone to Tucson and retrieved five foot lockers from the storage facility and brought them to Los Angeles 

where they are in a storage facility that RN rented. He brought them to Los Angeles because DH is going back 

out to LA to further clean up RCN's affairs and storing them there will make it easier for her.According to DH, 

RN said that it looked like there were two lockers which may be pertinent to the work of the ARRB. RN 

described the materials in these two lockers as documents related to RCN's legal proceedings and military 

records. Based on RN's description, DH believes that these two lockers are ones which she had kept in her 

garage many years ago at RCN's request. RN saw no photographs of Oswald or anything related to the 

assassination in any of the lockers. However, DH noted that RN had not been through everything yet and his 

comments were a result of only a brief viewing of each of the lockers. DH thought that RN would probably 

want the originals of many of the military records and records relate to RCN's acquittal. The other three 

lockers that were in the storage facility contain personal memorabilia such as letters from RCN's children, 

according to RN. DH said that if we wanted, she would allow us to look at these three lockers, although the 

assumption was that there was nothing in any of these lockers which was relevant to our work. DH is going to 

Los Angeles from Wednesday, November 22nd to Monday, November 27th. She anticipated that Saturday and 

Sunday would be the primary days that they would be going through the lockers and dealing with other issues 

related to RCN's estate. She may do some of this work on Thursday. DH said that if an ARRB representative 

was going to come out to LA, she would not go through the two lockers that RN identified as possibly being 

relevant to us until our representative arrived, if that's what we wanted. DH also suggested that she could 

bring relevant materials back to Boston with her and we could go through it at a location of our choosing 

there. She continued to pledge her complete cooperation and said that RN agreed wholeheartedly with her 

about giving the ARRB anything that was relevant. In light of her cooperation, DH said that she did not feel like 

they needed to be "policed again" in LA as they went through records, but if that was what we wanted to do, 

she would not fight with us about it. She noted that she felt that her full cooperation was demonstrated by 
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